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During the war the shell-tor- n roads of
France, advertised to the world for all
time the wonderful strength and powers of
resistance in Dodge Brothers construction.

The Business Car embodies this same
splendid sturdiness and ability to stand up
under continued hard use, on and about
the farmland to and from town

It has a universal good name for infre-quen- cy

of repair and unusually low cost
of operation.
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Every inquiry you make will convince
you that it is ideal for farm use in point
of size, weight, capacity, low cost of haul
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Dodge Brothers. Detroitof every bird its con'diti6n;ind' habits.

The producers are soon r shown, and
the loafers detectedvtndeHminated,
thus saving the . expensed- - feeding
drones. If trap nests" arefused, then
the oroductivitv of each" individual is
exactly known, helpingi to iix" -- their
value as breeders. , ,The Aim of every
poultry breeder' should be to develop
a strain, not so much of high, scoring,
as ot high producing towls.-- 1 -
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and weak points, will srenerally result
in reasonably hiffh' scorintr as well as
highly productive birds:; In ithe long
run, tor the average breeder, jt ,is
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TN ORDER that 'w-- may increase
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? and lower' the, cost
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good healthy seed" wheat. s sit will
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